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T+L Kids heads to everyone’s favorite bucket list destination, Bhutan, and finds a plethora of awesome activities and adventures to
entertain children. Seb and Max share their 8 favorite here… and we have a feeling you should look out for more in the future because
these boys cannot wait to get back to Bhutan.
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T
HE ELUSIVE LAND OF the Thunder Dragon is mysterious and magical, but not always top of mind for a family holiday. In fact, when I shared

with friends that I was going to take my children with me on a special vacation to Bhutan, I received many a raised eyebrow. “Bhutan? With

kids? What are they going to do there?”

Photographed by Scott A. Woodward

Well, let my boys share with you the amazing adventures they had in this mystical Himalayan kingdom in their #TLKids video. From exploring the wildlife to

trekking through the forest, learning archery and making momos… Bhutan had so many activities to offer for kids! Proof in the pudding? We spent nine full

days with zero screen time – not one tablet or mobile phone, no YouTube or video games, not even one second of TV… and no complaints. Days were spent

fully and happily immersed in the beautiful landscape and in the rich culture and history.

The Bhutanese LOVE children! Every single place we went throughout Bhutan, kids were welcome and my boys made fast friends with the locals, which made

the entire experience even more special. They came home with bags full of souvenirs, prayer flags, sawdust masks and yak hair good luck charms and continue

to keep asking, “When are we going back??” —Stephanie Zubiri
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For help planning your fantastic family trip to Bhutan, contact www.drukasia.com and www.bhutan.travel.

A new video drops every day, so be sure to bookmark us online and follow #TLKids on Instagram and Facebook to get more adventuring adorableness than

you can probably handle. (Plus: add #TLKids and #globetoddlers to your social posts of your own children for the chance to get featured.)
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